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COMMENTARY
IS THIS REALLY
NECESSARY?
ON THE DECLINE OF THE
AMERICAN MODEL:
THE ASCENDANCY OF THE
FALSE IDEOLOGUES
How true are the obvious critiques of
America's modern, dominant political
philosophies? The more valid condemnatory generalizations are as follows:

Liberals are often wrong. They
think problems are solved through government programs employing large
numbers of persons dependent upon the
continuation of the deficiency
addressed. They prefer a maternal agency issuing directives from the top, rather
than the correction of societal incentives
to achieve the same result. They prefer
an army of social workers to a negative
income tax; approve minimum pricesetting by government to assure competition through the comfort of cartel
arrangement; and they trust government-unless it is pursuing a criminal
investigation.
The Texas wing of liberalism
believes both in government and big
business, contending that the two should
"get together" and emulate that paragon
of efficiency: the industrial empire of
Japan.
Liberals believe in hidden taxes, and
in regulatory cross-subsidies: the
deserving should get a utility rate break,
commercial property owners ought to
subsidize the property taxes of residential owners, commercial phone users
ought to pay for residential use, urban
areas ought to pay for rural electrification. Never mind who is paying. Never
mind that the subsidy continues unexamined unless affirmatively stopped;
never mind if it misallocates resources.
Liberals want to solve problems by rearranging resources; they are very good at
deciding who should get the money, and
very bad at deciding from whom it
should be taken, how much, why, for
how long, and under what conditions.
Liberals divide people into categories. Old people are good and deserve
money, even if rich. Give them all discounts on transit. All minorities have
been similarly abused by broad and

identical brush. Blacks who withstood
the horror of slavery, isolation, and
deprivation are placed in the same queue
by liberals with women, Hispanics, and
homosexuals.
Interestingly,
an
Armenian victim of genocide by the
Turks, Russians, and/or Azerbaijanis is
entitled to no deference: while a millionaire from Madrid with a Spanish surname is an object of affirmative action
favoritism to counter prior discrimination against his group.
Liberals solve injustice by counterinjustice and by tokenism. Forty million
blacks are held back by slavery and
shameless discrimination. So pick out
three thousand blacks and promote them
to positions of wealth and prestige. The
poor have no housing because of a mix
of crazy policies, so think up a housing
subsidy program which results in five
thousand people receiving lower middle
class housing while twenty million live
in hovels.
Liberals are oriented toward symbolic, visceral gratification. They want to
"feel good." They want to join hands
and sing in comraderie. They want to
organize an event where they can affirm
their mutual righteousness. Preferably,
they would associate with celebrities, to
combine morality, potency, and public
attention into an intoxicating brew. See
the trucks carrying tons of grain into
Ethiopia, marked "From the USA":
that's us...a hand outstretched to a hand
in need...are we good people or what?
See the trucks giving out grain in massive distribution. See the local farmers
with excess crops to sell for cash go out
of business and lose everything since the
grain goes not just to the hungry, but to
those who would buy from them. See
the grain trucks depart and the concerts
end. See no local agriculture left behind.
See the liberals...no, don't see the liberals; they aren't there.
Liberals are very confused because
they do not think in a disciplined fashion. They do not apply their own values
competently to the real world. They
operate by viscera: "that group is good,
help it...that one is bad, take from it."
They will most often take from corporate stockholders, as if these are not real
people.

Liberals believe that criminal cases
should focus, as they do, on the conduct
of the police. The remedy for intrusions
on privacy is to exclude the evidence.
The entire process has become a peek-aboo guessing game for a jury in order to
discourage the police from intruding on
our rights. Of course, liberals have not
thought through the obvious fact that
this disincentive does not work. They
have not yet realized it, although police
excesses continue at prodigious levels
and thousands of cases each year are
thrust into the faces of uncomprehending liberal officials. And they have not
thought through why they are so offended by an intrusion by the state to solve a
murder, but not by a like intrusion by
the building department, or by another
branch of government favored by liberals (which is most of them).
While very self-righteous about
"rights", liberals are the first to take the
property of a landowner for the public
weal; "Sure, you can subdivide your
property as we have zoned and specified
in our general plan, but now we've
decided on some last-minute extortion,
so you have to provide a park for the
public, widen a road, preserve two
endangered plant species, and allow the
public to walk through two of your lots.
Oh, you want to sell in a marketplace
where there are properties for sale by
many people who have no such requirements? Oh, you think it is a 'taking' to
hit you so disproportionately for very
general benefit, that maybe you should
be compensated? Well...you just do not
understand. You are a property owner, a
minority we do not favor. We'll hit you
between the eyes for the greater good,
but the great masses benefiting won't
pay...just you will. Are we fair or what?"
The self-righteousness of liberals
reaches unlimited heights when proclaiming the sanctity of the first amendment. And they accuse conservatives-with more than a little merit-of
being hypocrites on the subject. But
have you noticed what they do when
someone criticizes a practice or group
which is on their "protect" list? Try criticizing homosexuality. Try to explain
the merits of the death penalty. If you
really want to be told to shut up, just
suggest that there is a human gene pool
which varies by gender and grouping,
and that its fate might be worth, perhaps, pray tell, a discussion. See the
counter-labels designed to prevent any
further speech by the offender pour
forth: "fascist, racist, genocidal, sexist."
Ask Al Campanis about liberal allegiance to free speech. You insulted a
favored liberal group, Al, you're history.
So let's all think carefully about what
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we say...liberals agree that we have freedom of speech, so long as we do not
offend one of the liberals' current fashionable aggrieved groups-a list which
has seen only additions over the past
twenty years. [Of course, we may all
stipulate that Al (and Jimmy the Greek
and Andy Rooney) is an idiot, but with
all due respect, that does not seem to be
a basis for the hiring or firing of our
mass media anchorpersons and sports
commentators.]
Conservatives are usually wrong.
Although they pretend to worship the
competitive marketplace, they really
worship whatever the marketplace has
produced, regardless of the absence of
meaningful or fair competition.
[Actually, the typical conservative is the
intellectual successor to the "optimists"
whose "determinism" Voltaire skewered
so viciously in his classic Candide several centuries ago, with the following
revision: substitute "marketplace" for
"God".] As with the determinists, the
deity is worshipped regardless of consequence, and is used as the ultimate rationalization for personal abdication.
Moreover, conservatives favor a state
controlled corruptively by those with a
direct profit stake interest in its decisions. Although the label would distress
them, what they seek is an industrial or
trade socialism, where the means of production (and trades) control the state's
police power as applied to each vested
interest, respectively. Hence, lawyers
elect their own regulators who operate
as "the state" to oversee their practices
in the name of "the public." The
Medical Board consists mostly of practicing physicians, etc., etc., ad nauseam.
Meanwhile, although conservatives
preach maximum individual freedom,
they are the world's most ardent hypocrites. They worship our flag and all of
our tribal symbols; they sing the hymns
and grow misty at the retelling of the
suffering of our pioneers-generally
persons reviled for their diverse and
deeply held personal beliefs from
whence they came. Then they insist on
religious service in school led upon pain
of state sanction, the group incantation
of a pledge to their symbol and their
named deity, and adherence to their own
religious views concerning the precise
time a soul is vested in a fetus to create
a human being. Failure to comply risks
imprisonment.
Conservatives also divide people into
groups; they are the ultimate tribalists.
My ethnic grouping is good but I'll pretend to be tolerant of others. After all, I
believe in competition and in letting
superior performance triumph and reap
the reward: it's just that my group will
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win in a fair contest. I know that and
you know that. [Many, however, are
secretly concerned that Asians may have
the better tribe.] Conservatives not only
divide by ethnic tribe; they form tribes
along any number of bases, in each case
defending and promoting that tribe-no
matter how narrowly based, venal, and
self-serving-with fervent zeal. They
tribalize by nation-state most readily.
They will also tribalize by gender, age,
and most recently, by occupation.
Conservatives are frightened people.
They seek succor in their own tribe(s),
which they better define by finding an
adversary for shared revulsion. For
some decades this has been a preoccupation with a Manichaean world of good
versus evil, freedom versus communism. You see, conservatives are not
very bright; they are like ants unable to
see much beyond their own hill, and are
not really interested in trying. They like
contests, games, and wars. They think,
deep down, in cartoon terms: there is
good and there is evil. I am good. They
are evil. We shall fight. I shall win.
Conservatives are steeped in the
macho-jock school of psychology: sex is
evil and dirty touching of two people;
but violence is good-a fair contest
between combatants who share mutual
respect for the cleansing pain they will
inflict on the other and for the allegiance
each shows to their respective tribes.
War is just an extension of such a contest. Oh, theoretically, war is evil, war is
hell. But it has attraction on two levels.
On the game playing level, it is great
fun. We get to put our fancy weapons to
work and see them on videos; we get to
watch a lot of marching around, wearing
of special uniforms, flying in formation,
tanks roaring along a dust-choked line,
massing together to show each other
how strong we are. We are a strong
tribe, the best tribe. We have the best
uniforms, the best colors, the bravest
warriors, and almost the best song. And
the conservative leaders love this war
game playing. Most of them spent a
great deal of time playing with plastic
soldiers as children. And they still view,
deep down, their soldiers as plastic
pieces which must be used to win the
war.
It is considered unethical to directly
attack the source of a grievance. If
Saddam Hussein commits aggression
and engages in unspeakable atrocities,
the principled conservative does not go
in and take Saddam Hussein out-this is
considered an unethical act in international law and politics. It is even considered...an international crime. Instead, it
is proper to kill hundreds of thousands
of eighteen-year-old boys until all of his
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boys or all of our boys are used up or we
can't kill too many more of the other's.
Then we stop. After all, what kind of
tribal chieftain would interfere with the
right of the chief of the other tribe to
play the game using his plastic soldiers?
Fair is fair.
On the second, blue-collar level, conservatives love war because it tests the
traits of courage and willingness to
die-for the tribe. The conservative
chiefs have managed to convince large
numbers of people that this is a privilege, which also helps the chieftains
assuage their guilt when they are sometimes inconveniently confronted with
the actual loss of human life and with
the terrible suffering inflicted. "Yes,
they may not be plastic soldiers up
close, one on one, but they died and suffered for a good cause, for the tribe. I
love these soldiers. I honor them. They
died for all of us, so we might live."
Of course, conservatives have the
usual human powers of rationalization.
So they evolved the notion of "freedom"
as their worship word, to justify the
mayhem they planned for those of different view. What was this freedom?
Well, it's not economic freedom. Its
application in the traditional freedom/communism battleground of third
world countries was as follows: freedom
is the right to write a letter to the editor
like I can and not be imprisoned for it.
This limited political definition of "freedom" is exclusively applied to countries
where a few families own all the land
and hold the masses in economic
bondage-they fly their Lear jets while
few are free to learn to read, obtain
health care, earn a decent living, and
feed their children.
Interestingly, conservatives ended up
supporting those governments most
repressive even under the limited political (non-economic) definition of "freedom" they use. Their hypocrisy was
unmasked early in their anticommunism
crusade. They did not care about totalitarianism; the actual formula for conservative affection was clear as applied: if
you help my tribe, you really can do
whatever you want. You see, helping my
tribe is helping freedom, because my
tribe is freedom, because freedom is the
worship word of my tribe and if you
help us against the enemy, you honor
our deity.
In the face of antipathy to government, conservatives repose a strong
authoritarianism and underlying intolerance. People should all worship our
tribe and respect it and love it and mutually hate its enemies. And government,
which is the source of most abuse, can
use penal power harshly against those
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who do not obey our proper laws.
Conservatives always have a strong
belief in the right of free speech and dissent, unless it disagrees with their
views. Then a counter-condemnatory
label is applied: that expression is
"obscene," "traitorous," "inciting,"
"sacrilegious." What is amazing about
conservatives is that once they attach
their self-defined counter-label, they not
only will punish those who speak contra; they will affirmatively seek to make
you speak their words and follow their
rituals.
Principled conservatives worship
"equality of opportunity" as a part of
their "freedom" ideology. Then they
insist on unlimited inheritance so those
born to the very wealthy obtain the riches they consider the indicia of economic
justice-based on birth alone.
Conservatives think civil rights
means a society where everyone is
given an equal chance. They say, "We
should not discriminate in favor of a
group because of prior discrimination
against it. Two wrongs do not make a
right. Treat everyone with appropriate
respect regardless of race, color, or
creed, and the game will be played fairly." If life is a marathon race of 100 persons, they pretend to believe that it is a
fair one if the ten black runners, who
were tied to the starting blocks for the
first hour of the race, are simply
released-twelve miles to the rear.
"After all, it's a fair race now," they
announce. [In contrast, the liberals think
they have achieved equal justice if they
randomly pick a young black person
from the audience and declare him the
winner.]
Conservatives believe that there are
no private bullies. The only entity capable of enslavement and serious abuse is
government-with its distasteful power
to tax, conscript, and enact laws which
can imprison. The one-company town is
not a serious problem-move elsewhere. Price-fixing is not a problem; it
will eventually break down as price cutters arise. Concentration of economic
power is not a worry; things are just getting more efficient. Media control by
just a few entities is no big deal; just
turn the station. Again, whatever results
happens for the best or it wouldn't happen.
The pervasive tribalism of the conservatives means that the human tribe,
in general, is better than the other tribes
of animals. It is special. It does not live
with the earth; it is better than the earth;
it is preeminent. It explores and it conquers. It controls nature. It rules its
domain. Combined with this belief is the
notion that morality is short-term, that

we owe an obligation to our children (an
important one since it is the foundation
of our tribe) but not to generations into
the millennia. We may be judged by
God when we die, based on how many
contests we win and how much we
accumulate, but God will just look at
what we have done. God isn't looking at
what we have done to the planet or what
we have left our legatees in the millennia to follow.
Hence, the earth is ours for the taking. It is our prize. We, especially my
tribe, are special-better. So we can take
and use. That is what the earth is for.
Hence, we can build nuclear power
plants with a useful productive life of
25-30 years and produce a site and
waste with a radioactive half-life of
thousands of years-and for energy we
dissipate, or do not need. We can gamble with topsoil depletion, ozone, acid
rain; we can strip-mine the ocean with
mile-long untended drift nets, destroy
our forests, terminate forever the gene
trace of plants and animals. We can cut
down all of the 1,000-year-old trees.
Why not? It's not hurting our tribe now;
and if it is, we-special humans that we
are-will meet the challenge, climb
every mountain, ford every stream, and
use our technology to fix it-that's just
the kind of amazing people we are in
this tribe.
Socialists are easy. They are always
wrong. They think that most societal
problems are solved through the
panacea of government ownership so
the market flaws flowing from greed are
eliminated from public decisions. This
solution destroys the only check available for public protection: the division
between private economic bullies and
the public state. When the decisions of
the state and industry become a single
monolith, then the human tendency to
defend and institutionalize past errors
becomes endemic. And the monolith
prevails over the people. The monolith
then rules the people, not vice versa.
Then many of them manage to replicate the vices of both liberals and conservatives on top of it all, except where
they conflict, in which case they opt for
resolution by a bureaucrat who will
apply a bright-line test which, in its
application, will have no policy justification whatever, but which will be
adhered to with the tenacity of a wolverine.
So what is the purpose of this litany
of generalizations? Aside from the psychological benefits of venting afforded
its author, the point has to do with what
is happening to government in general
and to regulatory agencies in particular.
There has arisen a muddling of the dis-

I
tinctions between the traditional schools
of "conservative," "liberal," and "socialist" theory. It is our thesis that many of
the worst qualities of each, listed above,
are coalescing in executive agencies.
boards, and commissions. And it is our
thesis that this same muddling has
occurred within the legislative and judicial branches to ameliorate effective
check where that confluence leads to
egregious abuse-as it often does.
What we are saying is that many regulatory agencies are formed, theoretically, because of a market flaw. They were
justified because of a need to restore a
marketplace or to compensate for marketplace defects. They were not created
as the "natural order of things." In this
role, they were intended to represent the
interests of the general public, "the people," presumably the long-run interests
of the people. Where intervention was
necessary, it would be accomplished in a
focused fashion, hopefully altering
incentives/disincentives, but considering
abuses case-by-case if there were no
effective alternative and the benefits of
such an approach outweighed the costs.
If there were a justifiable need to provide resources to a deserving group, a
single person or group would not be
arbitrarily singled out for assessment; if
the general public benefited from a public policy, it would pay for it.
This is not what we have wrought.
Instead, the agencies which have
been created are controlled by the interests whose abuses they are supposed to
check. The liberal deficiency of benign
over-paternalism intrudes as board
members, for the most beneficent of liberal motivations, seek to improve the
area of commerce by intervening, lecturing, gratuitously interfering. Then the
cross-subsidies begin. Again, the liberal
generous heart commands a safety net.
However, it is not provided to the needy,
but to broad and favored categories of
individuals. It is provided through
mechanisms which cannot be reviewed
or even monitored easily. There is no
opportunity for reappropriation. And
when the agency takes, as it often does
for the general weal, it will stick it to
some individual entity too weak to
protest. Meanwhile, the liberal preoccupation with criminal investigation
excesses is nowhere applied to these
agencies, and their paternal captains
view their powers as both benevolent
and virtually unlimited-to intrude,
require, and control.
The conservative contribution to this
unhealthy brew is even more lethal.
They add to it the assumption that there
is a working market outside the confines
of the agency even when that agency's
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action is distorting real marketplaces out
of recognition. They add to it the notion
that people whose expertise consists of a
direct profit stake in public policies
must decide all legislative and adjudicative questions. Their rallying cry is
"peer review," and the "volunteer spirit"
of our profession to "govern itself"
-using the powers of a public agency
conveniently exempt from antitrust
application. Their model is really that of
the medieval guild. And they add to it
the tribalism and authoritarian elements-with a vengeance. The agency
does not regulate the trade; it promotes
it. The agency does not address market
flaws in narrow fashion; it enhances the
group which is its charge. And those
who serve as the agency's board members are its council of chiefs, a council
which gathers strength by saying no to
outsiders; which so defines its enemies
and cleaves its own to its breast, demonstrating its fealty to the group. Hence,
barriers to entry into the group may be
high; but once in the club, one is a
member of the tribe and will be entitled
to a measure of deference.
At this point, you may be asking,
what does all of this mean? This is a
rather vague indictment. Give me some
examples. For ten years, this publication
has been including them in its commentaries, and revealing them indirectly
through its neutral reporting. What we
are trying to explore here is the socialpsychological basis for the affliction. Its
infectious progress is well documented;
indeed, the illustrations are gradually
becoming simply a description of the
actions of state agencies.
Most of the agencies are controlled
by the trade or industry allegedly regulated for the public good.' In many cases
this control is direct, as with the 23
members of the Board of Governors of
the State Bar, the public agency regulating attorneys. Seventeen of them are
elected by attorneys-not even appointed by any public official. 2 In other
important agencies, including the
Medical Board (which regulates physicians) and others which regulate health
care professions, a majority of governing officials are practicing members of
the profession, using the awesome powers of the state. The consequences of
these cartel structures have been predictable. Meetings are generally orgies
of mutual self-congratulations over the
liberal ideology-motivated paternalism
visited upon the group; and a conservative ideology tribal confab [a quasisocial gathering to brace each other
against the infidels from the other
tribes]. Except for the grudging admission that the Bar's discipline system
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-now somewhat independent of the
self-serving cartel entity-may be a
small exception, these two basic agencies do not even pretend to address the
market flaw dangers justifying their regulation. Neither really tests to assure
competence. Neither requires meaningful continuing education. Neither ever
tests any licensee in the area of actual
practice where competence is required
and relied upon by consumers under
pain of irreparable harm if lacking.
Neither requires retesting at any time in
a forty-year career. Neither has seriously
disciplined any members for incompetence (the purported primary rationale
for regulation in the first place). Neither
requires malpractice insurance to assure
compensation to those directly injured
because of their regulatory failures?
Other agencies include "public"
members, a vaunted "California"
reform. Some even have a majority of
public members. But each of these has a
large minority of members with a direct,
vested profit stake in the agency's decisionmaking. These members attend
more meetings, and participate more
actively. The "public" members are
often, particularly under the current
Governor, little more than shills for the
industry or trade themselves: former
practitioners, spouses of practitioners,
members of ancillary industries. Those
few who are legitimately independent
are either in a small minority, or are easily acculturated into the paternalism and,
indeed, adopted by the tribe over time.
The American system of government
was designed to provide for independent
decisionmakers for the public; instead,
we have allowed liberal paternalism and
conservative tribalism to create malignant conflicts of interest from top to bottom. And the conflicts are even required
by enabling acts for almost every regulatory agency in the state.
Is it really surprising that we have a
New Motor Vehicle Board, a group
dominated by the auto dealers who created it, in order to limit the ability of
manufacturers to open competing dealerships nearby? Or is it surprising that
the Contractors State License Board
stubbornly focuses on "unlicensed practice" when those without a license cannot collect any judgment against a consumer in any court, while complaints
against incompetent and dishonest but
licensed contractors pile up in a backlog
thousands deep-complaints against
people in the club who can record lis
pendens and make life miserable for a
consumer? Is it surprising that the
Professional Engineers Board recently
rejected the notion of even considering
evidence that its licensees are unlawful-
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ly billing as a matter of common practice-agreeing to a contract at a given
price and, as an industry-wide practice,
simply billing without agreement or
notice at amounts as deemed appropriate
by the licensees? Is it surprising that the
Board of Landscape Architects has
sought seriously to license golf course
architects? (Those who hire these professionals obviously need a state license
to help them determine who is competent.)
The examples, as attorneys like to
say, are legion. This author still remembers his first day as a member of the
state Athletic Commission. The
Commission was debating the horror of
two promoters scheduling boxing
matches too close together, risking a
division of audience and compromising
maximum revenue for each. The
Commission felt that it should arrange a
division of territories, and of course
keep new promoters out. And of course
ask the promoters to get together and
arrange dates which they would then
enforce. This was needed to rationalize,
paternalize, and promote the "sweet science" of boxing. The Commissioners
had been in office for several years and,
although "public" members, were thoroughly steeped in the liberal and conservative mis-ideologies.
Ten years of examples, day by day,
again and again. They do not learn.
They do not step back. They do not ask
any basic questions.
Perhaps a very recent example of the
decline of the American model and the
rise of the false ideologies rests with the
Board of Accountancy. This Board has
never met a licensee it did not like...its
discipline record has been moribund in
the face of massive fraud by its own
profession in the savings and loan scandal, as well as the common securities
scandals which, regrettably, tombstone
much of California's huckster economy.
But entry into the profession...quite
another question. Ten percent are lucky
to pass the examination of this Board.
You see, it has never met a non-licensee
it likes. Perhaps the ultimate in paternalism, authoritarianism, and tribalism was
revealed when the tribe made a change.
You see, the Board doesn't license plain
old "accountants," stopped licensing
"public accountants" just after World
War 11, and now licenses only "certified
public accountants," or CPAs-a specialized sub-group authorized to make
certain specific assurances (but don't bet
your life or fortune on them). The other
accountants are still authorized by
numerous statutes to perform accounting. But they did not see the tribe
change coming. The chiefs of the war
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council of the CPA tribe (the state Board
consisting of double the number of
CPAs as public members) announced
that only their CPA tribe could use the
words "accountant" or "accounting" to
describe services rendered. Further, the
Board contended that if anyone else did
so, including those who have done so
for many years and are, in fact, accountants in every sense, they would be
criminally prosecuted by the district
attorney and fined by the Board under a
new law the Board was itching to use.'
As humorist Dave Barry always feels
compelled to assure, we are not making
any of this up.
One would think that the legislature
would save the day. Well, one unfamiliar with the legislature might think it.
This institution has so departed from the
American model that it is hardly a
democratic institution by any reasonable
definition. It has embraced the liberal,
conservative, and socialist mis-ideologies and subsumed the whole mess in a
sea of money- and deal-making. More
of its members retire or die in office
than are defeated-by a large margin.
[Well, there is some movement...in fact,
it appears that more will be convicted of
felony extortion and bribery than will be
defeated.] All avoid competitive elections. All take so much money from the
special interests in Sacramento that one
expects to hear ringing in the Capitol the
voice of Bob Barker of "The Price is
Right": "Come on down!" And all are
paralyzed by the 800 full-time professional lobbyists plying the halls into
inaction on any issue of consequence.
As for regulatory agency oversight, forget it. As for insisting on public members making public decisions, forget it.
The legislators of California have
become thoroughly tribalized by the
conservative mis-ideology. They view
themselves as an aggrieved tribe, with
their own rules and concerns. One can
see the extent of it in their position with
regard to Proposition 131, the Clean
Government Initiative now on the ballot. Here is a clearly meritorious measure. It establishes long term limits of
twelve years. Twelve years in the
Assembly followed by twelve years in
the Senate-a 24-year legislative career,
plenty of time. And it creates a system
of partial public campaign funding
through a voluntary tax check-off, with
spending limits, etc. If these creatures
were interested in democratic values,
you would expect unanimous support.
What do we have? Only one legislator,
Lucy Killea of San Diego, supports it.
The rest of the tribe has seen the infidels
threatening group perks and are in a circle ready to fight to the death for their

right to remain dependent upon the special interests and to avoid any possibility
of competitive elections.
But the most regrettable manifestation of legislative tribalism is in this
group's treatment of bills as neutral and
contentless specie of the realm. You see,
AB 671 is not a bill to allow state
antitrust law to address monopolies; it is
simply a bill that Lloyd Connelly and a
few public officials want. What it says,
what it does...is actually irrelevant to the
tribe. They want to know who wants it
and who opposes it. They want to
reward or punish those persons or the
legislative author. If a tribe member is
angry at another member of the tribe, he
or she will vote against his or her bill;
and if delighted with him or her, will
vote for it. The vote usually depends
upon campaign contributions and personal extra-legislative tribal ties and
upon how those persons supporting or
opposing have treated their bills, their
office requests, their personal relations.
After so many years with the tribe, there
is only an occasional focus on the external impact of bills; they are simply
poker chips for use by the tribe for its
internal purposes. This tribe has forgotten why it was created; its members
struggle mightily to remain where they
are, but very few of them know why
they are supposed to be there.
Well, there is still the judiciary. But
this is the most troubling failure of all.
This is the one check our forefathers
created capable of moderating false ideologies within the limits of the basic
rules for a democracy. But the judiciary
is increasingly failing its basic task, and
is falling prey to the very same mis-ideologies. In the Moore case cited above,
the trial and appellate courts just did not
get it. They did not understand the most
obvious principles, grasp the obvious
motives, apply the applicable law. They
saw the Board as part of their tribe, and
tried to assist it in maximizing its influence. And so the trend has progressed.
In Le Dao v. Board of Medical Quality
Assurance,5 two courts have viewed a
board with the empathy of fraternal kinship, and turned away from one of the
most outrageous civil rights violations
one will ever see, and bent so determinedly in obeisance to the board that
they mis-declared the federal civil rights
law to have no possible damage remedy
against a state agency. [Only the legal
profession could so screw up the reality
of civil rights statutory intent to this
extreme-it is the sequential reality
twist of the game of "gossip" where
messages are whispered from person to
person until mangled beyond recognition. Here, a court actually took the civil

rights statute enacted to punish the states
during Reconstruction, and held that the
intent of that Congress was to exempt
these states from damages? Hell, what
they intended was to line up the
Southern racists who violated the statute
and shoot them where they stood. To
rule now that they intended no damage
remedy whatever is not a mere error; it
is the elevation of mis-ideology to institutional psychosis.]
The courts, here and in so many
cases, identify with that board or commission. They do not want to be a
check. They want to acknowledge territory. They want to defer to a peer,
indeed, to a fellow tribesperson-the
tribespersons who are chiefs. Perhaps no
area of law better illustrates the judicial
abdication than the application of federal antitrust law through what experts
term the "state action" defense. This
means that a state law, if properly authorizing and providing an "independent
state check," can allow and immunize
what would otherwise be serious
antitrust violations. Except the courts
have granted immunity to all sorts of
things, including monopoly franchises
by local agencies, with no real independent check at all....just straight corruptive monopoly.' What has happened in
case after case is distressing. The judicial check is substantially gone.
Is there another model? We believe
that the model intended by a small
group of radical idealists represents a
fourth ideology, forsaken by the ideologues now dominating our major institutions. The radicals: Madison, Adams,
and Jefferson. The model: a system with
three separate branches checking each
other at the extremes; a constitution protecting minorities from abuse of basic
rights; and a government making decisions on the merits, independent from
corruptive forces and able to represent
the long-run interests of the people on a
broad and neutral basis. The problems
we have do not rest with a failure of our
seminal visionaries, but with their false
apostles who have turned their model
upside down, eviscerating the most
important safeguard it provided: a free,
independent state. neutral and unbiased,
serving the general interests of the citizenry, and seeking the highest ethical
calling for its citizenry-equality of
opportunity, the protection of the dispossessed and weak, the sustenance of the
planet for the millennia to come.
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THE GOVERNOR'S
MINDLESS VETO BINGE
The current sitting Governor has
managed to veto more than twice the
number of bills as any previous sitting
Governor. In the 1990 legislative session, he reached the apex of nay, nixing
396 bills passed by the legislature. Of
the approximately 2,000 bills before him
in 1990, one reasonably could find 396
to veto. The problem is, this Governor-once again-vetoed the wrong
group. It is not too hard to figure out
how the Governor's Office works on
these matters. It follows three steps:
Step One is Garbo isolation. The
Governor and his staff, with rare excep-
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tion, "vant to be alone" and will not
return calls or communicate with independent, knowledgeable persons about
bills during passage or after. (We are, of
course, referring to ourselves-but others share our fate; in fact, we were one of
the very few groups to whom the Governor's office did talk-in the case of a
single bill.) The Governor's Office pretends that it is sullied by participation or
even comment until after legislation is
enacted. This means that if the Governor
has a problem with a bill which all concerned could or would solve, nobody
will know about it ...the entire difficult,
time-consuming, expensive legislative
process is simply wasted as he issues his
veto at the end of the session-based on
an objection easily met, and sacrificing a
possible solution to a serious problem in
the bargain.
Step Two is "ask the special interests
what to do." The description of Step One
above is not to imply that the Governor's
self-imposed isolation is pristine, or
lacking in ex parte contacts. Far from it.
After the bills get to him, the Governor
gets word from special interests. And
you see, that is the tragedy here. Because
it is very, very tough to get a bill
opposed by special interests through the
legislature. As we noted above, there are
clearly 396 special interest bills deserving veto, but these he has signed.
Instead, most of the bills vetoed are
opposed by special interests. The pattern
is unmistakable. In the environmental
area, the Governor signed one major bill,
an oil spill measure which had gained
industry support. He signed a weapons
bill in response to his personal solicitude
for law enforcement authorities. The
veto list includes 14 major environmental measures-most supported by a
bipartisan group temporarily overcoming, to its credit, monied influence.
Step Three is to write a ridiculous
veto explanation which sounds plausible
to anyone who knows nothing about the
issues and facts, and is disingenuous,
insincere, and downright laughable to
anyone who knows about the problem,
the bill, and what one means to the other.
The Governor's problem is that he is letting the special interests supply his veto
messages, and they usually use the rationale which has been so thoroughly discredited that even the usually compliant
legislature has. felt compelled to reject it.
Let's take five typical examples,
although we could be here all night.
SB 62 (Ayala). Near the end of the
session, the Governor supported legislation by Senator Dills which provides that
if the state fails to fund a state-mandated
local program account, local govern-
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ments required to provide those services
are no longer required to do so, and the
underlying law imposing that cost is
voided. This is a dangerous measure on
its face, since almost anything the state
does-for example, simply changing a
criminal offense from a misdemeanor to
a felony-is considered a state change
requiring possible increased local spending. Well, during last summer's budget
fiasco the Governor blue-pencilled (line
item vetoed) all sorts of reimbursement
accounts-which then indirectly voided
the underlying statutes. One of the item
vetoes was a $2 million account to reimburse local governments in meeting the
requirement of state law that they post
agendas in advance of their meetings.
The advance agenda notice requirement of the Brown Open Meetings Act is
not simply a provision of one of California's major sunshine laws; it is the heart
of it. If the thousands of governmental
units comprising California's democracy-including school districts, counties,
cities, and special districts-can meet
without advance notice or agendas, we
have diminished their visibility and
accountability. The Governor's line item
veto acted to void the requirement of law
which underlies a basic value one would
think any principled student of American
government would respect. Then, to top
it off, we inquired and found out that
although the item was listed as $2 million, in fact only Los Angeles had ever
filed a claim for reimbursement-and
for a grand total of $12,000. So in order
to save $12,000 this Governor would be
willing to scuttle this basic democratic
safeguard? No. Even a Governor as
often wooden-headed as this one has
some limits. This had to be simply an
oversight.
So we and others helped to introduce
a last-minute urgency bill, SB 62
(Ayala), to reinstate this one statutory
requirement. We notified everyone that
all we were talking about was $12,000.
We pointed out the importance of the
law which would otherwise be voided.
And...he vetoed it. His message? Well, if
we reverse it as to this item, that would
encourage bills to reverse other line item
vetoes on other matters. "To begin to
reinstate these programs one-by-one
would be contrary to the original intent
of making the mandates optional." Say
what? Even our kindergarten teacher had
to bite her lip in rendering this kind of
sage advice. And this is the leader of the
state? Who voted for this guy? Did you
vote for him? Hey, some of you did.
Well, I hope you're satisfied.
AB 3130 (Waters) would have created an Interagency Commission on Youth
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Programs, requiring the currently fragmented departments with interactive
jurisdiction over children's programs to
meet and coordinate. Now this is not the
de rigueur condemned "another layer of
bureaucracy." This would have required
the Department of Health Services,
Department of Social Services, Department of Developmental Services, Youth
Authority, and Department of Education
to get together and mediate their endless
turf wars for the benefit of all concerned.
Almost every expert familiar with the
current fragmented structure and its contradictions endorses creating this kind of
vehicle.
The Governor vetoed it with the
explanation that he already signed legislation last year "which allows counties
to establish interagency...councils to
identify problems in the statewide delivery of such services." Yes, there are local
councils now, but they do not have the
function of identifying state coordination problems, and they are not a vehicle
for state coordination at all. They simply
coordinate local entities for local coordination. They have nothing to do with the
problem here being addressed. The Governor's message adds: "The demands
placed on budget resources require all of
us to set priorities." One would think
that a law requiring existing officials to
coordinate, as here proposed, would
save a great deal of money in the long
run. The vast majority of experts in the
state, almost all of whom supported this
bill, certainly thought this was the case.
SB 2342 (Killea). Everyone familiar
with our landfill/recycling problem
knows that one of the most serious
sources of human waste is the incredible
production of plastic diapers. By the
hundreds of millions they are shoved
into landfills, and they do not degrade
well, if at all. Environmentalists are
increasingly attempting to persuade people to return to cloth diapers. Certainly
there is a social benefit in having us do
what we can to encourage recycling, and
in avoiding the deposit of anything
which will be a problem to those who
follow us on this planet.
Many parents leave their small children with licensed day care centers.
There is a critical lack of available child
care spaces, and many parents have no
or little choice. Some centers (about
25% of them) routinely refuse children
who wear cloth diapers. Senator Lucy
Killea negotiated a solution. If parents
wish to use cloth diapers on their own
children, the day care centers can charge
a small additional amount (a "diaper
handling fee") to offset any increased
costs. The day care centers supported it,
and so did environmentalists. [Logically,

the state should tax the plastic diapers
for the external cost of non-biodegradability, but that is another issue.]
The Governor vetoed the measure.
His message? Are you ready for this?
The law just might require "airtight containers" for each child, and the cost
could bankrupt day care centers. Our
Governor speaks: "[it] could force some
day care operators out of business, especially those operating in their own home.
This would result ironically in less
choice for parents rather than more
choice." Well, we have priced plastic
buckets with airtight lids at about $4
each. This is not an issue of asbestos
removal in space suits. How will $40 to
$80 bankrupt a day care center? How
will it do so when they can charge for
the extra cost? How come their association supports it if it would bankrupt their
members? If the Governor is so concemed about the economic health of day
care centers, how come his rejected budget proposal included a tax on day care
centers about fifty times more expensive
than this cost?
Could opposition from the big plastic
diaper companies have anything to do
with this? Could that explain why the
Governor incredibly noted (indicating
who here is the ventriloquist) that environmental superiority between cloth or
plastic diapers "has yet to [be] demonstrate[d]." This debate is taking place
only within the firms manufacturing the
plastic diapers; nobody else thinks it is a
serious question.
SB 2500 (Hart). White collar prosecutors are often presented with a dilemma. Many violations have both civil and
criminal remedies. Obviously, the criminal remedy is pursued where the violation is especially serious. Where there is
a civil prosecution against a corporation,
one is able to obtain injunctive relief-a
court order which makes certain the violation will stop infuturo. Often, a violation may involve a need to make restitution, or to restructure an industry to
ensure compliance. This is especially
true in the case of antitrust violations,
but is generalizable to securities fraud
and many other areas of corporate crime.
But if one proceeds criminally, the only
remedy against a corporation is a criminal fine, period. Further, they often are
not large. One may try to obtain jail sentences against executives, but they may
have left the corporation and the corporation may be a continuing problem.
This bill would have followed the lead of
federal law and allowed the corporation
to be put on probation, so a court order
ensuring compliance with the law,
reporting, or other measures to protect
the public may be as available in the

more serious criminal cases as they are
in civil cases filed against offending corporations.
This was also a bill supported by
deputy district attorneys, and experts of
a wide variety of views on other topics.
The Governor vetoed this bill with
the comment that it was "overly broad"
and could be used against first offenders.
Say what (again)? Yes, one thinks that
probation could indeed be imposed on
first-time individual or corporate offenders. And breadth of authority to the court
to fashion a remedy has never been
objectionable in the civil context, so why
should it be more limited or completely
barred to the court when the violation is
more serious and a criminal prosecution
has been brought? I suppose one will
have to ask the brilliant person in the
Governor's office who made this veto
decision to answer that one.
SB 2259 (Roberti). Now let's try to
figure out why he vetoed a measure to
stimulate some price competition for air
travel in California. USAir, United, and
Alaska are in lockstep with price
increases raising serious antitrust questions. In three short years, they have
gone up together in identical moves from
$200 to.. $520 for a round trip between
San Diego and Sacramento. A similar
distance and load factor in which Southwest Airlines competes goes for onefourth that amount. Although pricing
high where there is monopoly power to
subsidize lower prices elsewhere to drive
out a competitor is a serious felony
offense, the current airlines apparently
have no reason to fear our somnolent
federal antitrust authorities. The least we
can do is encourage adequate gates in
places like Sacramento so independent
pricers can restore a measure of fair
price competition to the industry. Otherwise, our state capitol is effectively cut
off from many people. [It actually pays
to fly to San Francisco (where Southwest
competes), rent a car, rent a hotel room,
and drive from there to Sacramento.]
The Roberti bill would have required
local authorities to stimulate opportunities for new entrants. The Governor's
message describes the bill as "inappropriately limit[ing] local control." One
would think that this question of local
control has sufficient nexus to statewide
concerns to generate state involvement.
We would be more likely to see the
bill signed if the airlines were not smart
enough to give all state officials discounts on these $520 flights down to a
convenient price of $110. Perhaps it is
difficult for one who flies around in corporate jets to understand the problem.
We have listed five. We could have
described fifty. We do not have an intel-
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ligent, independent Office of the Governor in California. In fact, this may be the
most moribund, uninformed, and special-interest-compliant (outside of the
one issue of criminal law enforcement)
in the history of the state, certainly in the
past twenty years. Forgive us if we do
not sing auld lang syne.
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